
AN EXTENSION OF ASSOCIATION RULES USING FUZZY SETSJee-Hyong Lee , Hyung Lee-KwangCS Dept. KAIST(Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology) Kusong, Yousong, Taejon,305-701, Seoul Korea, Email:leejh@monami.kaist.ac.krAbstract. Association rules are a class of regularities existing between binary data tuples. This paper proposesan extension of association rules which can be applied to real-valued tuples. It discovers and describes associationrules among real-valued tuples using fuzzy sets. The proposed method needs user-de�ned fuzzy sets for describingassociation rules. It extends the given tuples using the fuzzy sets and converts the extended tuples into binarytuples. Finally, it �nds association rules by applying the existing algorithms for binary tuples to the convertedbinary tuples.Keywords: Data mining, Association rules, Fuzzy sets1 IntroductionData mining is the technique which extracts thepreviously unknown and potentially useful informa-tion from large amount of data [1], [2]. Discoveringassociation rules is one of the data mining tech-niques. Association rules give simple but strongknowledge on binary data tuples. They are the de-scription that the tuples having a certain set of at-tributes also has another certain attribute. Associ-ation rules can be applied to various areas, such asanalysis of customer's purchasing patterns.However, most researches on association rulesare devoted to binary data tuples. Most of data inthe real world have real-valued attributes, so the bi-narization of those data may lose some informationwhich the original has. For example, the data oncustomer's purchase usually have the informationon the item and the amount. However, if we bina-rize the data by changing all amounts greater than0 into 1, that is, keeping only the purchased items,we would lose the information on the amount of theitems. The binarized data will have only the itemswhich customers purchase.This paper proposes the extended associationrules which describe the association among real-valued attributes using fuzzy sets and the methoddiscovering them. In the next section, we will de-scribe briey association rules and the discoverymethod, and then we will propose the extended as-sociation rule. Finally the experimental result andthe concluding remarks are following.2 Association RulesIn this section, we describe the association rules ex-isting between binary data, and the algorithms for�nding them [2], [3]. Let R = fI1; I2; : : : ; Ing be theset of attributes, and t = ft1; : : : ; tng; ti 2 f0; 1g bethe tuple of the given schema R = fI1; I2; : : : ; Ing.We will use t[Ii] to denote the value of the attribute

Ii in the tuple t, then t[Ii] = 1 represents that thevalue of the attribute Ii is 1, or the attribute Ii is inthe tuple t. We also use t[W ] = 1 where all I 2 W(W � R) satisfy t[I] = 1. For W � R; B 2 R, WBstands for W [ fBg. We let m(W ) denote the setof tuples satisfying t[W ] = 1. jAj is de�ned as thenumber of items of set A.Association rules are syntactically de�ned asW ) B, (W � R;B 2 (R �W )). The semanticsis that the tuples satisfying t[W ] = 1 also satis�est[B] = 1. In other words, if the attribute set W isin a tuple, then the attribute B is also in the tuple.Because, in the real-world data, it seems to be veryrare that all tuples satisfying t[W ] = 1 also satis�est[B] = 1, the conditions are usually relaxed as thefollowing.In case where n is the number of tuples, and tworeal number, , � are given, ifjm(WB)j � �nand, jm(WB)jjm(W )j � then, we say that the given tuples satisfy the as-sociation rule W ) B. We call  the con�dencethreshold and � the support threshold. We consideran association rule is meaningful if the attributes ofthe association rule appear many times and there isa strong connection between the left-side attributesand the right-side attribute in the given tuples.The meaning of association rules is simple andstrong. For example, in the data on customer's pur-chase, let's suppose we have discovered the follow-ing association rule with  = 0:9, and � = 0:3 :Hamburger ) Coke.Then, we can know that more than 30% of cus-tomers buy hamburger and coke together, and morethan 90% of customers who buy hamburger also buycoke.



The algorithm for �nding association rules con-sists of two phases.1. Finding all subsets satisfying the given sup-port threshold. Let's call those subsets cover-ing sets.2. Selecting the association rules which satisfythe con�dence threshold among the associa-tion rules which are derived from the foundcovering sets.Let's investigate it with an example. Let's sup-pose R = fA;B;C;D;E; F;G;Hg;  = 0:9; � =0:3, and the following tuples are given.A B C D E F G Ht1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0t2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0t3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0t4 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0t5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1A subset of R should appear in more than1.5(= 5 � 0:3) tuples to be a covering set. Amongthe subset of R, fAg, fBg, fCg, fA;Bg, fA;Cg,fB;Cg and fA;B;Cg are covering sets. The as-sociation rules followed from each covering set areA ) C, C ) A from fA;Cg ; B ) C, C ) Bfrom fB;Cg; AB ) C, AC ) B, BC ) A fromfA;B;Cg. Among the candidate association rules,only three A ) B, C ) B and AC ) B satisfythe con�dence threshold. Therefore, the three asso-ciation rules are accepted as meaningful among thegiven data tuples in case of  = 0:9 and � = 0:3.The algorithm largely depends on the numberof attributes and tuples. To �nd more e�cientalgorithm, some researches had been devoted tothis problem and more faster algorithm was re-ported [5], [6].3 Extended Association RulesIn this section, we propose association rules describ-ing the associations between real-valued attributes,and the �nding method. We de�ne the associationrules between real-valued attributes as the descrip-tion of attribute-value co-occurrences, and we callit the extended association rules.That is, the usual association rules are appliedto binary data and describe the co-occurrence ofattributes, but the extended association rules areapplied to real-valued data and give information onthe co-occurrence of the values of attributes. Forexample, in the customer's purchasing data, the ex-tended association rules will give us something likethe following rule :(Hamburger, $5) ) (Coke, $2)

which says that the customers buying 5 dollarsworth of hamburger have a tendency to buy 2 dol-lars worth of coke.As we can notify from the example, the extendedassociation rules deal with the attribute-value pairs,that is, it discovers the association rules betweenattribute-value pairs. Thus the questions relatedwith the extended association rule are how to dealwith the attribute-value pairs and how to discoverthe association rules among them. In binary datatuples, attributes take 0 or 1, so it is possible tolist all attribute-value pairs and check them if theysatisfy the given conditions. However, real-valuedattributes will take one of in�nitely many numbers,so that it is impossible to list all possible attribute-value pairs.To cope with the problem, we use fuzzy set todescribe real values and discover association rules,and we basically use the algorithms for the usual as-sociation rules. In the next section, we will presentin detail how to describe the extended associationrules with fuzzy sets and how to discover them.3.1 Fuzzy sets of attributesIn order to deal with real values, we use fuzzy set.We assume that the fuzzy sets of each attribute aregiven by users. We use the fuzzy sets in describingand discovering association rules.By using fuzzy sets, we reduce the number ofattribute-value pairs. Fuzzy sets also make the de-scription of the association rule concise and gener-alized. For example, if we have the following asso-ciation rules,(Hamburger, $5) ) (Coke, $2)(Hamburger, $6) ) (Coke, $3)(Hamburger, $4) ) (Coke, $1.5)it can be written like this :(Hamburger, Medium) ) (Coke, Small)They also help users to easily understand the re-lations between attributes because the associationrules can be presented in linguistic forms. Anothermerit of using fuzzy sets is that the user can con-trol the generalization level or the detail level ofassociation rules. If a user de�ne many fuzzy setsfor an attribute, then he will get the associationrules which precisely describe the attribute with thefuzzy sets. If he reduces the number of fuzzy sets, hewill get more generalized rules. A user can changethe number of fuzzy sets according to his interestor the importance of an attribute, and it results inthe di�erent level of detail.



3.2 Extension and Binarization of tuplesAs a pre-processing step of discovering the extendedassociation rules, we extend the real-valued tuplesinto attribute-value pair tuples using fuzzy setsgiven by users. The extended association rules arebased on attribute-value pairs.If we have real-valued tuples and the schema Rof them, the schemaM of the extended tuples con-sists of (Ii; fjIi), where Ii 2 R and fjIi is one of thede�ned fuzzy sets for Ii. The attribute-value pairshave the roles of attributes in M , and they repre-sent the degree to which Ii is included in fjIi . Thus(Ii; fjIi) takes the value in [0; 1].For example, let's suppose the schema R =fI1; I2g is given, and the fuzzy sets of I1 are f1I1 ,f2I1 , and f3I1 and for I2, f1I2 and f2I2 are de�ned.Then, the extended schema of R isM = f(I1; f1I1); (I1; f2I1); (I1; f3I1); (I2; f1I2); (I2; f2I2)g:If we have a tuple of the schema R, t = ft1; t2g, theextended tuple ism = f�f1I1 (t1); �f2I1 (t1); �f3I1 (t1); �f1I2 (t2); �f2I2 (t2)g:�f (x) is the membership degree to which x is in-cluded in the fuzzy set f . Since an extended tupleconsists of the membership degrees to which thevalues in the original tuple matches the fuzzy setsgiven by users, we call them the membership tuples.Next, we get the binary tuples from the mem-bership tuples. For discovering the extended associ-ation rules, we basically use the existing discoveringmethod which manipulate binary data tuples. Toapply the discovery method to real-valued tuples,we should convert the tuples into binary tuples.We convert the membership tuples to binary tuplesusing the membership degree threshold � which isgiven by users. The values greater than � in themembership tuples are converted into `1', otherwiseinto '0'. For example, � = 0:3 and a membershipdegree tuple, f0:4; 0:6;0;0:8; 0:2g, is given, then thebinary membership tuple is f1; 1; 0; 1; 0g. We con-sider that a value satis�es a fuzzy set only when thevalue is included in the fuzzy set more highly thanthe membership degree threshold �.The next step is discovering association rules byapplying the existing algorithm to the binarized tu-ples.3.3 Discovery of association rulesSince we have converted the given real-valued tupleinto binary, we can apply the existing discoveringalgorithm to them. If we apply the algorithm to thebinary membership tuples, we easily get the associ-ation rules which describe the relations of attribute-value pairs. The discovered association rules can beclassi�ed into the two groups :

� The association rules between the fuzzysets of di�erent attributes (e.g.:(I1; f1I1) )(I2; f1I2))� The association rules between the fuzzy setsof one attribute (e.g.:(I1; f1I1)) (I1; f2I1))The �rst association rules say that a certain fuzzyset of an attribute usually appears when certainfuzzy sets of other attributes appear in a tuple. Forexample, \If the attribute A has large value, thenthe attribute B has medium value". However, thesecond describes somewhat useless fact, such as \Ifthe attribute A has large value, then the attributeA has medium value". This is not an intended asso-ciation rule and it gives little information to users.The reason why such association rules are generatedis that we apply the existing algorithm to the bi-nary membership tuples without any modi�cation.The existing algorithms will discover the associa-tion rules between all attributes, but we do not needdiscover the association rules between attribute-value pairs of one attribute. That is, the existingalgorithms regard the elements in tuples indicatingdi�erent attributes, but in the binary membershiptuples, some elements probably indicate the di�er-ent aspects of an attribute. For example, in thepreviously de�ned membership schemaM , (I1; f1I1),(I1; f2I1), (I1; f3I1) are for the attribute I1. They arethe di�erent aspects which the value of I1 can take,so we do not need to discover the association rulesbetween them. Because such association rules arelittle use, we can eliminate them. The eliminationalso helps the discovering process by reducing thesearch space.Let's investigate the whole process with an ex-ample. Let's suppose R = fI1; I2g and f8,7g, f3,6gare given as the tuples of R. The fuzzy sets for I1,I2 are de�ned like the following �gures.
S1 M1 L1 S2 M2 L2

0 5 10 1050
Fuzzy Sets for I Fuzzy Sets for I1 2The membership schema isM =f(I1; S1); (I1;M1); (I1; L1);(I2; S2); (I2;M2); (I2; L2)g:The membership tuples and the binary membershiptuples with � = 0:3 are(8; 7)! f0; 0:4; 0:6;0; 0:6;0:4g! f0; 1; 1; 0; 1;1g(3; 6)! f0:4; 0:6;0; 0; 0:8;0:2g! f1; 1; 0; 0;1;0g:



In case that � = 0:6, and  = 0:9, the covering setsare f(I1;M1)g; f(I2;M2)g; f(I1;M1); (I2;M2)gand the association rules are(I1;M1)) (I2;M2); and (I2;M2)) (I1;M1):Those say that \if the attribute I1 is medium, thenI2 is also medium" and the reverse.4 Experimental ResultsIn this section, we apply the proposed approach toreal-valued data tuples and show the result. Theused data tuples�) are on the housing data com-posed of 14 attributes. For the experiment, wechoose only 11 attributes among them. They arethe pupil-teacher ratio(PTRATIO), the proportionof non-retail business acres(INDUS), the weighteddistances to the �ve employment centers(DIS), themedian value of owner-occupied homes(MEDV),the proportion of residential land zoned for lots over25,000 sq.ft.(ZN), the crime rate(CRIM), the full-value property-tax rate(TAX), etc. The databaseconsists of the data on 506 towns. We let � = 0:2,� = 0:2, and  = 0:95, and we de�ne three linguis-tic terms on every attribute : Zero, Medium, andLarge. The number of the discovered covering setsin the binary membership tuples is 639. The num-ber of the attributes in the largest covering set is 8.We found 686 association rules and the followingsare the parts of the discovered association rules.� (CRIM, L) ) (TAX, L)� (MEDV, Z) ) (CRIM, Z)� (INDUS, M) (DIS, Z) (PTRATIO, L)) (TAX, L)� (ZN, Z)(DIS, Z)(PTRATIO, L)(MEDV, L) ) (INDUS, L)The �rst and the second have simple forms andthe others have more complicated forms. The �rsttwo rules are interesting. They say that if the crimerate is high, then the full-value property-tax rate isalso high, and if the median value of owner-occupiedhomes is low then the crime rate is also low.The third also tells about the tax. That is, thetown where the non-trail business areas is middle-wide and the distance to the �ve employment cen-ters are short and the pupil-teacher ratio is high,has the high tax ratio.5 Concluding RemarksIn this paper, we have proposed a method �ndingassociation rules among real-valued attributes us-ing fuzzy sets. By using fuzzy sets, we describe the
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